
 

 

TISABASTM 

REDUCING COSTS & INJURIES OF GROUND HANDLING OPERATIONS 
 

Deployment Outcomes What This Means to Carriers 
  
 

Reduced injuries Lowers workers’ comp claims, time off the job, ramp agent physical 
stress, complaints and possible injuries/disability and workers 
comp/medical insurance claims 

  
 

Less damage to cargo Lowers number and dollar amount of payouts to customers, positively 
affects customer satisfaction and insurance costs 

  
 

Decreased damage to aircraft Reduced equipment repair costs, time out-of-service and possible 
scheduled delays 

  
 

Lightweight and easy set up Quick to position equipment with one agent, operates with two agents 
already working the job, no impact on flight schedules  

  
 

Equipment functions inside of aircraft; 
removeable 

No damage to aircraft exterior nor delays in flight schedules caused by 
malfunction of externally-positioned equipment, reduced damage to 
plane floor, no reduction to cargo capacity or fuel efficiency 

  
 

Minimizes inefficiencies Bags loaded faster and easier, moves more weight in less time, less 
bumped cargo, customers spend less time waiting at the carousel, 
agents can be deployed to other needed duties 



 

Deployment Outcomes What This Means to Carriers 
  
 

Reduces worker comp claims Lowers injuries, time away from the job, ramp agent disability and 
insurance claims, reduced requirement to hire and train additional agents 
or re-assign from other positions creating shortages elsewhere 

  
Meets floor bearing weight No FAA certification required, little risk to aircraft floor from equipment 
  
 

Reduces cargo loading time Helps to maintain on-time flight schedules and customer satisfaction, 
agents can be deployed to other needed duties 

  
Decreases agent turnover due to 
physical strain & injury  

Reduced need to hire and train additional agents, experienced agents 
stay working on the job longer with an increased level of satisfaction 

  
Reduces operating costs Savings can be deployed to other aspects of operations 
  
 

Increases productivity Agents can be deployed to other needed duties, reduced need to hire 
and train a larger pool of agents  

  
 

Reduces manual work  Workers comp injuries are reduced, lowers agent turnover due to 
physical strain, loading and unloading is completed more quickly, 
supporting maintenance of on-time schedules 

  
Significantly lower cost greater than 
other automated solutions 

Return-on-investment quickly attained and savings deployed to other 
operational needs 
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Contact us to discuss the ways TISABAS can reduce costs and injuries of your ground handling operations. 
RamperInnovations.com • sales@RamperInnovations.com • 907.738.0740 


